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Our Products

We are transforming the way that people live, work and play by developing truly intelligent 
automation tools that enable people to live genuinely efficient lives. Evvr creates a safe 
environment by connecting your devices locally and storing your data at home with you.

The Evvr team of startup-savvy engineers and designers has been creating innovative smart 
home technology for over five years. Our experience in this space has shown us an obvious need 
for answers to common IoT questions.

We’re dedicated to a harmonized smart home experience. Free your time for the moments that 
matter most, with Evvr.

About Evvr

Actuators Interfaces

Controllers Software



In-Wall Relay Switch
Overview
In-Wall Relay Switch is an all-around remote switch that turns 
your regular light switch into a wireless light switch and meets 
the demand for retrofitting and new build projects, perfectly for 
installers or integrators.

No neutral, no problem
Unlike other home smart light switches, the In-Wall Relay Switch is a no-neutral wire-required smart switch. Without 

requiring a neutral wire, a vast number of people around the world can enjoy the convenience of smart lights, without 

spending a fortune to rewire the electrical wires inside walls and ceilings.

Eco-friendly smart lighting
In-Wall Relay Switch can work with the most energy-efficient light bulbs and 

eliminate safety issues such as electrical leakage and light flickering. Hereby 

you can build the most eco-friendly smart lighting system with the In-Wall 

Relay Switch across a wide variety of sectors to reduce energy consumption.

Support for various lights
The product will most likely work with most voltage requirements and light fixtures for US and European buildings and 

houses. It supports input voltages between AC 85V-240V and different lights: incandescent, halogen, fluorescent, and 

LED lights.

Toggle switch friendly
Works with three types of light switch panels: momentary pushbuttons, toggle switches, and smart remote buttons, the 

product brings you the convenience of smart lighting without the need of changing your original light switch panels and 

hereby avoids damaging interior design style.

39.3 * 59.4 * 21.2mm

33.5 * 28.2 * 17.3mm



Support up to 4-gang panel switches
Thanks to its unique design, the Smart Switch part of the In-Wall Relay Switch is smaller than other smart switches. Two 

switches can be installed in any electrical box to support up to 4-way and up to 4-gang panel switches.

Control lights anywhere anytime
In-Wall Relay Switch enables you to control your lights wirelessly or by using the traditional switch panels. You can also 

control the same light from multiple locations, or control all the light fixtures from one location. Don't forget to create 

scenes with Evvr App or use your voice to turn your lights on and off through voice assistants, e.g. Alexa.

Cost-efficiency smart lighting package
Compared to In-Wall Relay Switch, the In-Wall Relay Switch Lite has 

a 75% smaller(the switch part) size with a lower price. The all-in-one 

package also includes a switch panel.

No neutral wire required
Gone are the days that homeowners have to rewire the electrical system to be able to install the smart switches. The product 

works without a neutral wire, you can utilize smart lights throughout the living space without the hassles of rewiring the house.

Smart LED system without light flickering
In-Wall Relay Switch Lite doesn't have a minimum working load limit and supports various kinds of lights: incandescent, 

halogen, fluorescent and LED. It works perfectly with even the most energy-efficient LED light bulbs and has also eliminated 

safety issues such as electrical leakage and light flickering.

High compatibility
Compatible with standard Zigbee 3.0 smart home hubs, such as SmartThings, Amazon Echo (with built-in Zigbee), Philips 

Hue, Aeotec, SONOFF, eWelink, etc.

High compatibility
The product is compatible with standard Zigbee 3.0 smart home hubs, such as SmartThings, Amazon Echo (with built-in 

Zigbee), Aeotec, SONOFF, eWelink, etc, thus users can control the lights through voice command.

In-Wall Relay Switch Lite
Overview
Evvr In-Wall Relay Switch Lite is an extraordinarily 
small-size Zigbee 3.0 smart light switch made for a 
cost-efficiency no-neutral wire smart lighting solution. 

39.3 * 47.4 * 19.5mm 19 * 12 * 6mm 



Evvr Hub
Overview
Evvr Hub is a compact and cost-effective smart home controller 
designed to easily power your home automation system within a 
commercial or residential building.

Wide range of connections
It can work as a Wi-Fi Access Point and connect wirelessly with a wide range of home automation devices and make them 

work together.

Easy installation at your choice
It can work as a Wi-Fi Access Point and connect 

wirelessly with a wide range of home automation devices 

and make them work together.

Powerful scene controller
Manage connected devices in your home with Evvr App 

Routines for Good Morning, Goodbye, Good Night, and 

more.

Home automation capability
Automate connected devices in your home and set them 

to turn on or off when doors are opened, as people come 

and go, and much more.

Store your data locally
Engineered with powerful hardware, it can also process 

and store all your data locally in your home instead of over 

a random cloud server.

Voice command control
Connect with Amazon Alexa or Google Home and control 

connected devices in your home with voice commands.

High compatibility
Evvr Hub is compatible with Google Assistant, Alexa and SmartThings, and supports devices that use Zigbee 3.0, Z-Wave 

Plus, WiFi, and Bluetooth protocols. Evvr Hub is compatible with many popular devices from leading brands, such as SONOS, 

Bose, Samsung, Nest, Ring, Kwikset, Schlage, Yale, Leviton, Philips Hue, Honeywell, Yeelight, Kasa Smart, and Lutron.

Extensive flexibility
The split design of In-Wall Relay Switch Lite adds extra reliability and 

flexibility to your lighting system. You can control your lights remotely 

or by clicking the switch panel simultaneously. You can also match the 

smart relays and smart switches to create different scenarios as you 

like, such as the same light fixture can be controlled by different 

switch panels and all light fixtures controlled by one switch panel.

86 x 120 x 10mm



Evvr Center
Overview
Evvr Center is a powerful home automation 
controller that enables you to control all of your smart 
devices together, locally, under one control system. Equipped with 
a high-performance processor, it's specially designed for complicated 
automation scenarios in residential units and commercial buildings.

Reliability

Evvr Center delivers reliable local 

connectivity. Smart devices can be 

controlled completely locally without 

an internet connection.

Privacy

User privacy always comes first. 

All your private data is processed 

and stored in real-time and locally, 

not in the cloud.

Security

Data security is accounted for at all 

times. Peer-to-peer network connec-

tion and data encryption are in place 

when accessing your device remotely.

Highly integration
For developers, Evvr provides several tools and entries like Evvr Studio, controller SDK, and app SDK, which enables 

integrations with smart devices from many of the most popular brands.

Smart rooms interoperability
Evvr Center enables smart room interoperability as the single unified interface can interact with all rooms, making it possi-

ble to apply wide-reaching energy efficiency policies.

Powerful scene creator
The scene creator lets you pick the current state of all connected devices conveniently. To find preferred scenes more 

quickly, you can create folders and manage the scenes by mood, room and devices. The possibilities are endless.

Enterprise-grade smart controller
Evvr Center takes smart home automation devices out of 

the home and into commercial settings with enter-

prise-grade smart controller features, including single 

sign-on (SSO) and the Lightweight Directory Access 

Protocol (LDAP).

Hot-spare backup
Two or more Evvr Center devices in a system can back 

one another up. The hot-spare secondary controller will be 

switched into operation immediately when the primary 

controller fails.

Evvr 
Center 

220 x 140 x 80mm



Multiple access choices in control
An admin user can give friends and family access to the 

home via the Evvr app. Each individual family member 

could personalize lighting, media or climate experience.

Get the scenes as you like
Quickly get an “Away” setting that will set back HVAC 

settings and turn off all lights, music and TVs when nobody’s 

home. The possibilities are endless and entirely up to you.

Always keep an eye on your home
A Real-Time Notifications will be pushed to your phone 

when the sprinkler in your garden switches itself on. And 

Alerts notify you that you have an uninvited guest.

Get the scenes simply and quickly
Add the scenes simply and quickly from the library, which 

you could find a list of recommended scenes that works 

for you, like party mode, movie night, or good night.

Overview
It's an easy-to-use smart home app for everyone. Whether you are a homeowner, an installer, or a system 
integrator, the Evvr App can help you to set up your home automation easily. Connecting all your home’s 
technology through Evvr App simplifies and streamlines device management.

Evvr App

Seamlessly control experience
With an embedded linear resonant actuator that confirms performed control actions, combined with voice-control 

functions, Evvr Pad S gives users a seamless control experience. There is no need to double-check the on/off anymore.

Digital photo frame
Evvr Pad S perfectly matches your interior design, as it 

resembles a picture frame, and users can even personal-

ize it with favorite pictures or photos.

Scene controller
Connects to compatible smart home products over Wi-Fi, 

Bluetooth and Zigbee so you can control your music, 

climate, locks, and more.

Movement detection
With built-in Time-of-Flight ranging sensors, Evvr Pad S 

detects movement and will be automatically wake up with 

no click or voice command.

Easy installation
The installation of Evvr Pad S is quite easy as you can 

Install in minutes in the place of any standard light 

switch panel.

Non-could security
It stores the data locally without using the cloud, bringing security and peace of mind comfort to users.

Overview
Evvr Pad S is a revolutionary touchscreen control panel for home automation 
that allows you to control devices with a single touch, brings a unique interactive 
experience to homeowners. Evvr Pad S stores the data locally without using 
the cloud, bringing security and peace of mind comfort to users.

Evvr Pad S

86 x 86 x 36mm



Memberships

Let’s collaborate

Intuitive, simple, and swift
Quick-controls page for accessing your smart 

home devices with a simple swipe, control 

everything as you like with a touch.

End-to-end encryption 
secures privacy

End-to-end encryption secure your privacy, 

and data can be stored locally and can run 

without connecting to the Internet.

Servers for every moment of your life

Scenes can optionally be set to activate on a schedule, based on either a specific time 

or relative to a proposed event like reminding you to place an order when necessary.

Evvr ApS
www.evvr.io

Meet us at CEDIA2022
Sep 29 – Oct 1, 2022
Booth 23098,
Dallas Convention Center, Dallas, TX. 

Contact mail
sales@evvr.io
marketing@evvr.io


